2008-1 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ACCEPTING THE DONATION OF AN ART PIECE BY ROMERO BRITO FOR THE PINECREST COMMUNITY CENTER AT PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

01/08/2008 - Introduced
01/08/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Councilmember Corradino
01/08/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 1 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes; Harter voting No)
01/08/2008 - Effective Date

2008-2 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AWARDING BID FOR THE PINECREST GARDENS DECORATIVE PARKING LOT LIGHTS PROJECT TO ELECTRIC SERVICE AND REPAIRS, INC.; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

01/08/2008 - Introduced
01/08/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
01/08/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
01/08/2008 - Effective Date

2008-3 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, CALLING A SPECIAL ELECTION TO PRESENT THE VILLAGE'S ELECTORS WITH A BALLOT QUESTION RELATING TO THE PROVISION OF FIRE RESCUE SERVICES BY A PROVIDER OTHER THAN THE MIAMI-DADE FIRE RESCUE DISTRICT; PROVIDING THAT THE ELECTION SHALL BE HELD ON MARCH 25, 2008; PROVIDING FOR BALLOTING VIA U.S. MAIL; PROVIDING FOR NOTICE; PROVIDING FOR REGISTRATION; PROVIDING FOR CANVASSING BOARD; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

01/17/2008 - Introduced
01/17/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
01/17/2008 - Adopted by a 3 – 2 Roll Call Vote (Cutler, Harter and Matzner voting Yes; Corradino and Serota voting No)
01/17/2008 - Effective Date

2008-4 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, PROVIDING THAT THE VILLAGE COUNCIL’S DECISION REGARDING THE METHOD OF PROVIDING FIRE RESCUE SERVICES SHALL BE SUBJECT TO APPROVAL BY THE VILLAGE'S ELECTORS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

01/17/2008 - Introduced
01/17/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
01/17/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 1 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Matzner voting Yes; Serota voting No)
01/17/2008 - Effective Date
2008-5 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO ISSUE AN INVITATION TO BID FOR THE POTABLE WATER SYSTEM BACKBONE PROJECT AS PER THE PLANS ENGINEERED BY C3TS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

02/11/2008 - Introduced
02/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Serota/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
02/11/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
02/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-6 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AWARDING BID FOR THE PUBLIC WORKS DRAINAGE AND PAVEMENT PROJECT TO JVA ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR, INC.; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

02/11/2008 - Introduced
02/11/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Corradino
02/11/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
02/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-7 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH PINECREST HEALTH AND FITNESS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF THE WELLNESS CENTER AT THE PINECREST COMMUNITY CENTER; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

02/11/2008 - Introduced
02/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
02/11/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
02/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-8 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, WAIVING FEES FOR POLICE SERVICES FOR THE GARDEN SOIREE TO BE HELD AT PINECREST GARDENS ON FEBRUARY 29, 2008 BY THE COMMUNITY CHARITABLE FUND; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

02/11/2008 - Introduced
02/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Cutler
02/11/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
02/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-9 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, WAIVING FEES FOR POLICE SERVICES FOR THE TASTE OF PINECREST TO BE HELD AT PINECREST GARDENS ON MARCH 9, 2008 BY THE PINECREST BUSINESS ASSOCIATION; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

02/11/2008 - Introduced
02/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Councilmember Corradino
02/11/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
02/11/2008 - Effective Date
2008-10 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, CALLING A SPECIAL ELECTION TO PRESENT THE VILLAGE'S ELECTORS WITH A BALLOT QUESTION RELATING TO THE CITY OF CORAL GABLES PROVIDING FIRE RESCUE SERVICES IN LIEU OF THE MIAMI-DADE FIRE RESCUE DISTRICT; PROVIDING THAT THE ELECTION SHALL BE HELD ON MAY 13, 2008; PROVIDING FOR BALOTTING VIA U.S. MAIL; PROVIDING FOR NOTICE; PROVIDING FOR REGISTRATION; PROVIDING FOR CANVASSING BOARD; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

02/11/2008 - Introduced
02/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
02/11/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)

02/11/2008 - Effective Date subject to action by the City of Coral Gables

2008-11 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH PINECREST HEALTH AND FITNESS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF THE WELLNESS CENTER AT THE PINECREST COMMUNITY CENTER; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

03/18/2008 - Introduced
03/18/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
03/18/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
03/18/2008 - Effective Date

2008-12 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO PROFFER A LETTER OF INTENT TO WATER OAKS ENTERPRISES FOR THE OPERATION OF A RESTAURANT AT PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

03/18/2008 - Introduced
03/18/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
03/18/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
03/18/2008 - Effective Date

2008-13 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AN URBAN AND COMMUNITY FORESTRY GRANT MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT WITH THE STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND CONSUMER SERVICES (DIVISION OF FORESTRY); PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

05/13/2008 - Introduced
05/13/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Cutler
05/13/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
05/13/2008 - Effective Date
2008-14 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE AN AGREEMENT, ON BEHALF OF THE VILLAGE, WITH KEEFE, MCCULLOUGH & CO., LLP FOR THE PROVISION OF MUNICIPAL AUDITING SERVICES; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

05/13/2008 - Introduced
05/13/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Serota
05/13/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
05/13/2008 - Effective Date

2008-15 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ACCEPTING A DONATION FROM THE COMMUNITY GARDEN CHARITABLE FUND, INC. FOR PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

05/13/2008 - Introduced
05/13/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Cutler
05/13/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
05/13/2008 - Effective Date

2008-16 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE A LEASE AGREEMENT WITH WATER OAKS ENTERPRISES, INC. FOR THE OPERATION OF A RESTAURANT AT PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

05/13/2008 - Introduced
05/13/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Councilmember Corradino
05/13/2008 - Adopted by a 3 – 2 Roll Vote (Corradino, Cutler and Matzner voting Yes; Harter and Serota voting No)
05/13/2008 - Effective Date

2008-17 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ADOPTING THE PINECREST GARDENS BOTANICAL MASTER PLAN; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

06/10/2008 - Introduced
06/10/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Serota
06/10/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
06/10/2008 - Effective Date

2008-18 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, CREATING THE BANYAN BOWL ARTS COMMITTEE; PROVIDING FOR OBJECTIVES; PROVIDING FOR SUNSET PROVISION; PROVIDING FOR SECRETARY; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

06/10/2008 - Introduced
06/10/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Corradino
06/10/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
06/10/2008 - Effective Date

07/15/2008 - Introduced
07/15/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Serota/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
07/15/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 1 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Serota voting Yes; Matzner voting No)
07/15/2008 - Effective Date

2008-20  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, URGING THE COUNTY COMMISSION NOT TO SHIFT THE COUNTY TAX BURDEN TO MUNICIPAL RESIDENTS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

07/15/2008 - Introduced
07/15/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Corradino
07/15/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
07/15/2008 - Effective Date

2008-21  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, EXPRESSING OPPOSITION TO A PROPOSAL FOR A COUNTY CHARTER AMENDMENT CREATING A COUNTY-WIDE SYSTEM OF FIRE PROTECTION AND RESCUE SERVICES; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

07/15/2008 - Introduced
07/15/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
07/15/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 1 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Matzner voting Yes; Serota voting No)
07/15/2008 - Effective Date

2008-22  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WITH THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF POLICE ASSOCIATIONS (LOCAL #6011) AS RATIFIED BY MEMBERS OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT AND EXPIRING SEPTEMBER 30, 2008; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

08/06/2008 - Introduced
08/06/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
08/06/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
08/06/2008 - Effective Date
2008-23  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ADOPTING THE TENTATIVE MILLAGE RATE OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST FOR THE FISCAL YEAR COMMENCING OCTOBER 1, 2008 PURSUANT TO FLORIDA STATUTE 200.065 (TRIM BILL); SETTING A DATE FOR A FINAL PUBLIC HEARING TO ADOPT THE FINAL MILLAGE RATE; PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION OF PUBLIC NOTICE; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

09/11/2008 - Introduced
09/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Serota/Second by Councilmember Corradino
09/11/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Serota voting Yes)
09/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-24  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AWARDING BID FOR THE ORIGINAL ENTRANCE RESTORATION (PHASE II) PROJECT TO HB CONSTRUCTION, LLC; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

09/11/2008 - Introduced
09/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Serota/Second by Councilmember Cutler
09/11/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Serota voting Yes)
09/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-25  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AWARDING BID FOR THE PINECREST GARDENS IRRIGATION INSTALLATION PROJECT TO STAHLMAN-ENGLAND IRRIGATION; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

09/11/2008 - Introduced
09/11/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Serota
09/11/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Serota voting Yes)
09/11/2008 - Effective Date

2008-26  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ADOPTING THE FINAL MILLAGE RATE OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST FOR THE FISCAL YEAR COMMENCING OCTOBER 1, 2008 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 PURSUANT TO FLORIDA STATUTE 200.065 (TRIM BILL); PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

09/16/2008 - Introduced
09/16/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Serota
09/16/2008 - Adopted by a 4 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, and Serota voting Yes)
09/16/2008 - Effective Date

2008-27  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP IN THE FLORIDA RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR SWORN LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 - Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date
2008-28  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO TRANSFER FUNDS FROM THE GENERAL FUND TO THE CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND TO BALANCE THE FUND FOR 2007-2008; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 - Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Serota
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date

2008-29  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, WAIVING FEES FOR POLICE SERVICES FOR THE SMART RIDE BENEFITING AIDS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 14-15, 2008; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 - Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Corradino
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date

2008-30  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, WAIVING FEES FOR POLICE SERVICES FOR THE 10th ANNUAL RACE/FITNESS WALK BENEFITING SPECIAL OLYMPICS TO BE HELD ON JANUARY 18, 2009; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 - Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date

2008-31  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ACCEPTING A DONATION OF TWO GOLDEN ROYAL POINCIANA TREES FROM THE COMMUNITY GARDEN CHARITABLE FUND, INC. FOR PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 - Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Serota
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date

2008-32  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AWARDING BID FOR THE WATER MAIN PROJECT-PRIMARY LINE TO CONQUEST ENGINEERING, INC.; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 - Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Serota
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date
2008-33 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ADOPTING PARKING RESTRICTIONS ALONG PORTIONS OF KILLIAN DRIVE PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE 2001-6; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10/14/2008 -Introduced
10/14/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Cutler/Second by Vice Mayor Harter
10/14/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/14/2008 - Effective Date

2008-34 RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WITH THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF POLICE ASSOCIATIONS (LOCAL #6001 - SERGEANTS) AS RATIFIED BY MEMBERS OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT AND EXPIRING SEPTEMBER 30, 2011; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE

10/29/2008 - Introduced
10/29/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Cutler
10/29/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Roll Call Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Matzner, and Serota voting Yes)
10/29/2008 - Effective Date

2008-35 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, RATIFYING THE SELECTION OF COUNCILMEMBER JEFF CUTLER AS VICE MAYOR FOR THE 2008 – 2009 FISCAL YEAR PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ORDINANCE 2001-2; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Harter/Second by Councilmember Ross
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-36 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ADOPTING PARKING RESTRICTIONS ALONG SOUTHWEST 98 STREET PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE 2001-6; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Cutler/Second by Councilmember Ross
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-37 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, RELATING TO CREATING MANAGED Lanes ON PART OF THE US HIGHWAY 1 BUSWAY; PETITIONING THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND THE COUNTY MPO TO CONTINUE TO STUDY SUCH A PLAN, BY PLACING THE NEXT LEVEL OF ANALYSIS IN THE 2009 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND TO INCLUDE STAFF AND AT LEAST ONE ELECTED OFFICIAL FROM ALL MUNICIPALITIES CONTIGUOUS TO THE PROPOSED TOLL LANE AREAS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PINECREST, PALMETTO BAY, CUTLER BAY, HOMESTEAD, AND FLORIDA CITY; PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Harter/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date
2008-38 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE AN AGREEMENT, ON BEHALF OF THE VILLAGE, WITH THE CITY OF CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA FOR POLICE MUTUAL AID; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Harter
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-39 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE AN AGREEMENT, ON BEHALF OF THE VILLAGE, WITH THE SCHOOL BOARD OF MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA FOR POLICE MUTUAL AID; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Harter/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-40 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE AN AGREEMENT, ON BEHALF OF THE VILLAGE, WITH THE CITY OF SOUTH MIAMI, FLORIDA FOR POLICE MUTUAL AID; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Ross/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-41 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, WAIVING FEES FOR PARK RENTAL FOR THE PALMETTO MIDDLE SCHOOL LANCERS BOOSTERS ITALIAN DINNER TO BE HELD ON JANUARY 22, 2009 AT EVELYN GREER PARK; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Harter/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-42 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, WAIVING FEES FOR POLICE SERVICES FOR THE PINECREST BUSINESS ASSOCIATION’S 2009 TASTE OF PINECREST EVENT TO BE HELD ON MARCH 8, 2009 AT PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Vice Mayor Cutler/Second by Councilmember Corradino
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date
2008-43  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE STATE ATTORNEY FOR THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT TO REIMBURSE THE STATE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROSECUTION OF VILLAGE ORDINANCE VIOLATIONS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Ross
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-44  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH GRAY ROBINSON TO PROVIDE GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL CONSULTING SERVICES; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Harter
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-45  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH RON BOOK, P.A. TO PROVIDE GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL CONSULTING SERVICES; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Harter
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-46  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, ACCEPTING A $1,500 DONATION FROM THE PINECREST GARDEN CLUB FOR THREE BAILEY PALMS FOR PINECREST GARDENS; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Harter/Second by Councilmember Ross
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-47  A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO RETAIN THE SERVICES OF AN OUTDOOR LIGHTING CONSULTANT TO PREPARE A DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATE FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING IN PINECREST GARDENS (MEADOW, LAKE-SIDE TERRACE AND WALKWAYS LEADING THERETO); PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Corradino/Second by Councilmember Ross
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date
2008-48 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, APPROVING A $50,000 LOAN TO THE COMMUNITY GARDEN CHARITABLE FUND TO BE REPAID IN A THREE YEAR PERIOD; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Harter/Second by Councilmember Ross
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-49 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE COMMUNITY GARDENS CHARITABLE FUND TO USE THE WHILDEN-CARRIER COTTAGE FOR OFFICE SPACE AND AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE ATTORNEY TO DRAFT A LEASE FOR SUCH USE; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Ross/Second by Councilmember Harter
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date


12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Ross/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-51 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO EXECUTE THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WITH THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF POLICE ASSOCIATIONS (LOCAL #6011) AS RATIFIED BY MEMBERS OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT AND EXPIRING SEPTEMBER 30, 2011; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Harter/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date

2008-52 A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH GRANICUS, INC. FOR THE PROVISION OF LIVE VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

12/09/2008 - Introduced
12/09/2008 - Motion by Councilmember Ross/Second by Vice Mayor Cutler
12/09/2008 - Adopted by a 5 – 0 Voice Vote (Corradino, Cutler, Harter, Lerner, and Ross voting Yes)
12/09/2008 - Effective Date
A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF PINECREST, FLORIDA, DISSOLVING THE PINECREST FOUNDATION, INC.; REPEALING RESOLUTION 2004-9; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

05/13/2008 - Introduced
05/13/2008 - Deferred